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If k is a field and X and Y are indeterminates then the statement “consider 
R = Iz[X, Y] as a polynomial ring in one variable” is ambiguous, for there 
arc infinitely many possible choices for the ring of coefficients (e.g., If 
A, = k[X f Y”] then A,[Y] == B,,[Y] 7: R but A,, f J,, if m # n). 
On the other hand, if Z denotes the integers then the polynomial ring Z[X] 
has a unique subring over which it is a polynomial ring. This investigation 
began with our consideration of the first of these examples. In fact, Coleman 
had asked: If k is a field, then although k[X, 1’1 can be written as a polynomial 
ring in many different ways, is it true that all of the possible coefficient rings 
are isomorphic? That is, if T is transcendental over d and 4[T] == k[X, Y], 
is A a polynomial ring over k ? We found that this is indeed the case (see our 
(2.8)).We next proved the following: If il is a one dimensional afine domain over 
a$eZd and B is a ring such that A [-Xl = B[ E;] zs an equality of polynomial rings, 
then either A ~ B or there is afield k such that each of A and B is a polynomial 
+zg in one variabZe over k. This is a corollary of (3.3) in the present paper. 
Our (7.7) sketches a version of the original proof. In studying this argument, 
we found that there were implicit in it techniques for investigating the 
following general question: Suppose A and B are commutative rings with 
identity and the polynomial rings 4 [X, , . . . , X,,] and B[E; ,..., I’,] are isomorphic, 
how are A and B related? Are A and B isomorphic? In particular, when does 
the given isomorphism take i4 onto B ? This study is mainly centered on the 
latter portion of the question. We are concerned almost entirely with domains 
It is convenient to use the following terminology which is modeled after that 
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introduced in [6]. We say that the ring A is invariant provided A satisfies the 
following condition: given a ring B and indeterminates X, ,..., X, , Yr ,..., Y,, 
if A[X, ,..., X,] is isomorphic to B[Y, ,..., Y,] then A is isomorphic to B. 
If for any ring B and any isomorphism # : A[X, ,..., X,] -+ B[Y, ,..., Y,], 
+(A) = B, then A is said to be strongly invariant. 
This article is divided into seven sections. The first of these is devoted to 
general considerations. In it we first observe that in attempting to decide if A is 
invariant (strongly invariant) it is always sufficient to assume the equality of 
polynomial rings A[X, ,..., X,] = B[Y, ,..., Y,] and then try to show that A 
is isomorphic to (equal to) B. With this in mind we have adopted the conven- 
tion that when we write A[X, ,..., X,] and B[Y, ,..., Y,J with no qualification, 
it is to be assumed that A and B are commutative rings with identity and the 
X’s and Y’s are indeterminates over A and B, respectively. With this con- 
vention our (1 .I) reads: 1f A[X, ,..., X,] = B[Y, ,..., Y,] and A C B. 
then A = B. One of the ways in which we implement (1.1) is through the 
idea of vertical ideals. An ideal I of A[X, ,..., X,] = R is said to be vertical 
relative to A if there is an ideal M C A such that I = GTR. If A[X, ,..., X,] = 
B[Y, ,..., YJ = R then some ideals of R may be vertical relative to both A 
and B. We say that an ideal 02 C A is vertical relative to B if a R is vertical 
relative to B. We show that if each prime ideal of A is vertical relative to B 
then A C B. Thus A = B by (1.1). In many cases it is sufficient to have only 
a few primes of R which are vertical relative to both A and B. In the case of 
domains our (1.15) guarantees that if the prime p C R is minimal with 
respect to the property that R, is not integrally closed, then it must be vertical 
relative to both A and B. We use this result in later sections to prove that 
a large class of nonnormal one-dimensional domains are strongly invariant 
[see (3.2) and (6.6)]. 
In the domain case, a very useful invariant is R, , the algebraic closure in R 
of the subring generated by the units of R. In (1.9) we observe that if A is 
a domain such that A = A, then A is strongly invariant. 
In Section 2 we restrict our attention to subrings of affine rings. An 
interesting result is (2.3) which says that if A is an affine domain over a 
field K, then any subfield of A is algebraic over K. Thus k, the algebraic 
closure of k in A is the unique maximal subfield of A. An immediate corollary 
of this is the fact that if G is a finite group of automorphisms which acts on 
an affine domain over a field, then the fixed ring A, is an affine ring over a 
field [see Remark (2.4)]. 
It is useful to have criteria which guarantee that a ring is a polynomial ring. 
One such result is our (2.11): Supp ose k is a$eld and k* is a separable algebraic 
extension of k. If A is a one dimensional normal ring such that 
k L A C k*[X, ,..., X,] 
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then ,-2 is a polynomial ring over a $eld. In (2.12) we give an example to show 
that the separability assumption cannot be deleted, even in case k* is finite 
algebraic over k. An immediate corollary of (2. I 1) is the fact that if k is a field 
then K[X] is invariant (it is not strongly invariant since k[X, I?] = /z[S][ Y] 
/z[U][Xj). Another useful result in Section 2 is (2.13): 
Let R be an integrally closed domain with quotient Jield A- and let R* be t?re 
integral closure of R in an algebraic Jield extension A-* of K. Let P be a prime 
ideal in R. If each prime ideal P* in R* lying over I’ is the radical of a principal 
ideal in R*, then the P” are.fnite in number and I’ is the radical of a principal 
ideal in R. 
From this we get Corollary (2.14) w tc I implies that if R is an integrally h’ 1 
closed domain and R* is an integral extension of R which is a prefactorial 
Krull ring, then R is a prefactorial Krull ring. 
Section 3 is mainly devoted to proving (3.3): 
Let A be an integral domain of transcendence degree one over a subjield k. 
Suppose A [Xl , . . , X,] -= R === B[I; ,..., IT,,] and let k’ denote the algebraic 
closure of k in A4. If 9 1’ H, then A4 and B are both polynomial rings over the 
jield k’. Consequently A is invariant and tf -q is not a polynomial ring, then -4 
is strongly invariant. 
In the affine case this theorem has a geometric interpretation which yields 
insight into the problem and motivates some of the terminology introduced 
in Section 1. Prior to any geometric discussion, hovvever, we should say that 
while geometric considerations have influenced our approach and colored 
our terminology, all of our theorems and arguments are stated in purely ring 
theoretic terms. If il is a one-dimensional affine domain over a field h, then 
one can regard =2 as the coordinate ring of some irreducible affine curve r. 
Since il[X] z-I c~& k[S], WC can view .-1[S] as the coordinate ring of 
a cylinder over r. A visual representation is presented in Fig. I. 
We think of the points P of r as the maximal ideals p of R, and the irreduc- 
ible curves on the cylinder as the height one primes of A[;II]. In this context 
the vertical line L of Fig. I which meets f at P,, corresponds to the height one 
prime p,[X] C lq[X]. For this reason we refer to primes of -g[X] which arc 
of the formp[S] for some primep in A as the vertical primes of d[X]. 
The irreducible curves 7 on the cylinder which are not vertical primes arise 
from height one primes of A[X] w IC meet 9 only in the zero ideal. h’ h 
If B is the coordinate ring of the curve d then the existence of an isomor- 
phism A[X] - B[ I’] corresponds to a reversible mapping (b from the cylinder 
over r onto the cylinder over LI such that the coordinate mappings of 4 and 
4-l are given by polynomials. (See Fig. 2). 
To say that i3 is invariant is to say that the existence of 4 implies the 
existence of a reversible mapping /3 : r - L1 such that the coordinate mappings 
of p and p 1 are given by polynomials. To say that .3 is strongly invariant is 
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to say that the mapping 4 necessarily takes “vertical lines onto vertical lines” 
and that 4 followed by a “vertical shift and a rotation” will take r onto A. 
Section 3 closes with an application of (3.4) t o c assifying certain derivations I 
of K[X, Y], in case k is a field of characteristic zero. 
In Section 4 we attempt to generalize some of Section 3 by considering 
integral domains of transcendence degree one over a subring, rather than 
over a field. In (4.1) we show that if A is a unique factorization domain (UFD) 
and if D is a UFD such that (1) A C D C A[X, ,..., X,] and (2) D is of 
transcendence degree one over A, then D is a polynomial ring over A. We 
provide an example then to show that the unique factorization hypothesis 
cannot be relaxed, even to the assumption that -4 is a Dedekind domain with 
finite class group. 
In Section 4 we introduce the notions of D-invariance and strong D- 
invariance. If D is a ring and A a ring which is a D-algebra, then A is said 
to be D-invariant provided A satisfies the following condition: given a 
D-algebra B and indeterminates -Xi ,..., ;I:, , Yr ,. .., Y, , if A[Xr ,..., X,] is 
D-isomorphic to B[Y, ,..., Y,] th en A is D-isomorphic to B. If for any 
D-algebra B and any D-isomorphism $I : A[X, ,..., X,] -* BIY1 ,..., Y,], 
$(A) = B, then ,4 is said to be strongly D-invariant. Our (4.1) referred to 
above implies that if D is a UFD then D[Z] is D-invariant. 
This notion of D-invariance has a nice local-global property which we 
state as (4.6). Let D be an integral domain and let Z be an indeterminate over D. 
If for each prime idealp of D, D,[Z] is D,-invariant, then D[Z] is D-invariant. 
We close section 4 by showing that a theorem similar to (4.1) holds for 
HCF (highest common factor) rings (domains whose group of divisibility is 
a lattice-ordered group), and deriving corollaries similar to those of (4.1). 
In Section 5 we study one-dimensional domains which are not strongly 
invariant. We show that such rings must be very closely related to polynomial 
rings, but we are not able to decide whether a one-dimensional domain which 
is not strongly invariant must be a polynomial ring. In (5.1) we find: Let A be 
a one-dimensional integrally closed domain, If AIX1 ,..., XJ = B[Y, ,..., Y,] 
and A # B, then there exists an element s in ,4 such that A[1 /s] is a prefactorial 
Dedekind domain containing ajield over which A is of transcendence degree one. In 
fact there existfields k’ C k with k algebraic over k’ such that k’ C A[ I/s] C k[ T, I /s] 
and such that k[ T, 1 /s] is integral over A [ 1 is]. 
In case A is a locally finite intersection of valuation rings we are able to 
sharpen this result to conclude that there is a u E A n B such that k = 
(A n B)[l/zr] is a field and both A[l/u] and B[l/u] are polynomial rings 
over k. [This is stated as (5.4)]. 
From (5.4) we are led to consider domains A which contain an element u 
such that A[l/u] is a polynomial ring over a field. In (5.7) we establish that if 
A is a Krull domain such that for some element u E A, A[1 /u] = k[T], 
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a polynomial ring over a field, then A is noetherian and of dimension one 
or two. In this case we are able to give necessary and sufficient conditions 
that A be one dimensional (i.e., that A be a Dedekind domain). These 
conditions are stated in terms of the essential valuations of the element u. 
In Section 6 we prove that any one-dimensional noetheriun domain which 
contains a field of characteristic zero is either strongly invariant or a polynomial 
ring over a field. 
Section 7 is devoted mainly to articulating some of the questions which we 
haven’t been able to answer. In particular, Question (7.1) asks: If A and B 
are integral domains and A[X, ,..., X,J = B[Y, ,..., YJ, does it follow that 
the quotient fields of A and B are isomorphic. 2 We observe that this is related 
to an unanswered question of Zariski. Our (7.4), (7.5) and (7.6) indicate an 
approach to Question (7.1) using techniques of Nagata and Abhyankar which 
have been applied to the Zariski problem. 
1. DEFINITIONS, CONVENTIONS, AND SOME GENERAL OBSERVATIONS 
A ring A is said to be invariant provided A satisfies the following condition: 
given a ring B and indeterminates X1 ,..., X, , Yr ,..., Y, , if A[X, ,..., X,J is 
isomorphic to B[Y, ,..., Y,], then A is isomorphic to B. If for any ring B 
and any isomorphism (b : A[X, ,..., X,] + B[Y, ,..., Y,], +(A) = B then A 
is said to be strongly invariant. This is an extension to polynomial rings in n 
variables of the terminology introduced by Coleman and Enochs [6] for the 
case of polynomial rings in one variable. Here we are concerned only with 
the commutative case; thus in the sequel all rings are assumed to be commu- 
tative rings with identity. If R is a ring, M is an R module and 17 is some 
property we say M has the property 17 locally if MD = M @ R, has the 
property n for every prime p of R. To show that A is invariant (strongly 
invariant) it clearly suffices to show the following: if B is a subring of 
44 >...> X,1 such that A[X, ,..., X,] is a polynomial ring in n variables 
over B, then A is isomorphic to (equal to) B. In view of this fact, we will for 
conceptual simplicity in most of our presentation assume that A[X, ,..., X,] = 
BP’, ,.a., Y,] rather than work through the given isomorphism. 
We begin with some elementary observations. When we write A[X, ,..., X,] 
and B[Y, ,..., Y,] with no qualification it is to be assumed that A and B are 
commutative rings with identity and the X’s and Y’s are indeterminates 
over A and B, respectively, 
(1.1) If A[X, ,..., X,] = B[Y, ,..., Y,,] and A C B, then A = B. 
Proof. We have B[Y, ,..., Y,] = B[X, ,..., X,] and the only thing to be 
seen is that X1 ,..., X, are algebraically independent over B. If B is noetherian, 
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then this is clear, for the B-homomorphism of BIY1 ,..., Y’,] onto itself 
defined by mapping Y% to Xi can certainly not, in this case, have a nonzero 
kernel (iteration of this homomorphism would yield a strictly ascending 
chain of ideals of B[Y, ,..., Y,]). In the general case if f is a polynomial in 
R[Yr ,..., YJ such thatf(X, ,..., &) = 0, then write the X’s as polynomials 
in the Y’s, the Y’s as polynomials in the X’s and adjoin the coefficients of 
these polynomials along with the coefficients off to the prime subring of R. 
This yields a noetherian subring B’ of B such that f E B’[I: ,..., Y7!] and 
R’[Y; ,..., YV] = B’[X, ,..., -y,]. By the noetherian case, f(-yl ,..., 9,) = 0 
impliesfis the zero polynomial. Hence X1 ,..., X,, are algebraically indepen- 
dent over B and the proof of (I. 1) is complete. 
(1.2) Suppose A[Xt ,..., -X7,] :-: B[k, ,..., I-,,,] and S is a multiplicative 
system of A n B consisting of regular elements of A. If il, is strongly 
invariant, then A =I B. (Note that if s E A n B is not a zero divisor in A, 
then s is not a zero divisor in 4[,7i1 ,..., XJ and hence not a zero divisor in B.) 
An ideal I of AIXl ,..., A7J = R is said to be vertical relative to A if there 
exists an ideal 67 of A such that G!R = @[X1 ,..., X,,] -= I. Thus I is vertical 
relative to A precisely when 1 is the extension of an ideal of B and this, of 
course, is equivalent to I == (I n A)R. We note that vertical ideals behave 
well under infinite intersections-a property which is not true for extended 
ideals in an arbitrary ring extension. 
(1.3) I If R = ;I[Xi ,..., S,,] and 11b, ’ is a set of ideals of R which are vertical 
relative to -4, then fiti 1, is also vertical relative to A. 
Proof. Let Q$ = Ia n R. Then 
(1.4) If I is an ideal of R :=- A[X, ,..., -yn] which is vertical relative to A, 
then every prime ideal of R minimal with respect to the property of containing 
I (i.e., minimal prime divisor of I) is also vertical relative to A. 
Proof. Since for any prime ideal P of R, (P n A)R is also a prime ideal 
of R, we see that P is a minimal prime divisor of 1 if and only if P n l4 is 
a minimal prime divisor of I n A. 
(1.5) Let A be an integral domain with quotient field K and let A* be the 
integral closure of A in an algebraic field extension L of K. Let R = 
A[X; ,... , X,]. Then we have the following: 
(i) 9*[X, ,..., XJ = R * is the integral closure of R in L(X, ,..., Xn). 
(ii) If P is a prime of R and P* is a prime of R* such that P* n R = P, 
then P is vertical relative to A if and only if P* is vertical relative to A*. 
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Proof. The first assertion follows from the well-known fact that a poly- 
nomial ring extension of an integrally closed domain is again integrally 
closed. If P is a prime of R vertical relative to A, then PR* is an ideal of R* 
vertical relative to A *. By (1.4) each minimal prime divisor of PR* is vertical 
relative to A*. Since R* is integral over R, P* n R = P implies P* is a 
minimal prime divisor of PR*. Conversely, if P* is a prime of R* vertical 
relative to A*, then P* n R = P must be a minimal prime divisor of 
(P* n A)R. Since (P* n A)R is a prime ideal, we have P = (P* n A)R. 
(1.6) If A is an integral domain and I is an ideal of A[X, ,..., X,] such 
that I n A # 0 and such that I is contained in the radical of a principal ideal 
(f) of A[X, I... , X,], then f 5 A. 
Proof. Let a be a nonzero element of I n A. Then f divides some power 
of a. Hence f must be of degree zero in each of the Xi . 
As an obvious corollary to (1.6) we note the following: 
(1.7) Suppose A[X, ,..., X,] = R = B[Y, ,..., Y%]. If R is an integral 
domain and b E B is such that bR n A # 0, then b E A. 
If R is an integral domain, we will use the notation R, to denote the 
subring of R generated by the units of R, and R, to denote the algebraic 
closure of R, in R. 
(1.8) If A[X, ,..., X,] = R = B[Y, ,..., Yn] and R is an integral domain, 
then A, = B, , and A, = B, C A n B. 
(1.9) If il is an integral domain, A[X, ,..., X,] = B[Y, ,..., Y,] and 
A = A, then A = B. Consequently, if A = A,, then A is strongly 
invariant. 
Proof. By (1.8), we have A C B, so by (l.l), A = B. 
Recall that the Jacobson radical of a ring R is defined to be the intersection 
of all maximal ideals of R. 
(1.10) If A is an integral domain with nonzero Jacobson radical, then A 
is strongly invariant. 
Proof. Let t be a nonzero element of the Jacobson radical of A. Then 
for any a E A, ta + 1 is a unit of A, so ta + 1 E A, . Hence ta E A, , and 
a E A, . Thus iz = A, and A is strongly invariant by (1.9). 
(1.11) Suppose that A[X, ,..., X,] = R = B[Y, ,..., Yn] and that R 
is an integral domain. If there exists a set {a,} of elements of A such that A 
is algebraic over the subring of A generated by the ai and the units of A and 
such that a,R n B # 0 for each a’, then A = B. 
Proof. By (1.7), each such ai E B. Since B is algebraically closed in 
BP’, I..., Ynl, we have A C B, so by (1. l), A = B. 
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If A[Xt ,..., Xn] = R = B[Y, ,..., Y,], then certain ideals of R may be 
vertical relative to both A and B. If @ is an ideal of A such that L7!R is vertical 
relative to B, then we will for convenience simply say that Q! is vertical 
relative to B. 
(1.12) Suppose that A[Xr ,..., &] :- R = B[ Yi ,..., I’,] and that R 
is an integral domain. Then A : B if and only if every prime ideal of A is 
vertical relative to B. 
Proof. If every prime ideal of A is vertical relative to 23, then aR n B # 0 
for every nonzero a E A. Hence by (l.ll), A = B. The converse is obvious. 
Recall that a ring A is called a Hilbert ring if every prime ideal of A is an 
intersection of maximal ideals. We note the following consequence of (1.12) 
and (1.3). 
(1.13) If A is an integral domain which is a Hilbert ring and if 
AIXl )..., XT;,] I=.. B[Y, ,..., YJ, then A = B if and only if everv maximal 
ideal of A is vertical relative to B. 
If R is an integral domain, the nonnorma locus of R is the set of prime ideals 
p of R such that the localization R, is not integrally closed. 
(1.14) Let A be an integral domain and let R .== AIXl ,..., X,]. If Q is 
a prime ideal of 4, then Q is in the nonnormal locus of A if and only 
if Q[X, ,..., X,] .: P is in the nonnormal locus of R. 
Proof. We have R, = A[Xi ,..., Xn]oI~rl ,,,, ,Xa~ ~~ =1&-\-i ,..., S,,), and R, 
is integrally closed if and only if A, is integrally closed. 
(1.15) Let A be an integral domain and let R = A[&T;1 ,..., &]. If P is 
a member of the nonnormal locus of R, then P n A = Q is a member of the 
nonnormal locus of A. Consequently, any minimal member of the nonnormal 
locus of R is vertical relative to A. 
Proof. R, is a localization of i3,[A\; ,..., XV]; thus if R, is not integrally 
closed, neither is A, . Hence Q is a member of the nonnormal locus of A. 
By (1.13), QR is in the nonnormal locus of R. Since QR C P, if P is a minimal 
member of the nonnormal locus of R, QR =~ P, and P is vertical relative to 9. 
We have the following corollary to (1.15). 
(1.16) If A is an integral domain and A[X, ,..., XJ = R = B[l; ,..., YJ, 
then every minimal member of the nonnormal locus of R is vertical relative 
to both A and B. 
(1.17) Remark. With reference to figure three, in case =3 is a one- 
dimensional affine ring, (1.16) guarantees that lines such as I, and I, which 
are fibers over singularities are distinguished inasmuch as any biregular map 
from the cylinder over the curve r to that over some curve A must take lines 
such as Zi and Z2 onto corresponding lines over singularities of A. (See Fig. 2). 
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Our (3.2) will use this fact to show that under such circumstances the 
coordinate ring A is a strongly invariant ring. 
FIGURE 3 
If A C R are integral domains, then A is said to be inertly imbedded in R 
if every factor in R of an element in A is already in A [5]. Thus A is inertly 
imbedded in R if for any nonzero r, t E R, rt E A implies r and t E A. In [8], 
Evyatar and Zaks use the terminology factorable subring for what Cohn has 
called an inert imbedding. 
(1.18) If A is an integral domain and A[X, ,..., X,] = B[Y, ,..., Y,], 
then A n B is an inert subring of both A and B. 
(1.19) IfA[X, ,..., X,] = R = B[Y, ,..., Y,] and A is a unique factoriza- 
tion domain (UFD) then B and A n B are also UFD’s. 
Proof. If A is a UFD, then so is A[X, ,..., X,] = R. It is easily seen that 
an inert subring of a UFD is again a UFD. Since A n B is an inert subring 
of A and B is an inert subring of R, A n B and B are also UFD’s. 
In concluding this introductory section, we note the following easy facts. 
(1.20) If A[X, ,..., X,] = R = B[Y, ,..., YJ. Then 
(i) A is noetherian if and only if B is noetherian, 
(ii) A is an integrally closed domain if and only if B is an integrally 
closed domain, 
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(iii) if D is a subring of /I n R, then 4 is a finitely generated ring extension 
of D if and only if B is a finitely generated ring extension of D. 
hoof. Statements (i) and (ii) are immediate, and (iii) follows from the 
fact that A and R, regarded as algebras over D, are homomorphic images of R. 
2. SOME I~EMARKS ON SUBRINGS OF AFFINE RINW 
(2.1) If A is a d-dimensional affine domain over a field k and A contains d 
units which are algebraically independent over k, then A is strongly invariant. 
Proof. In this case t2 = A, , so (1.9) pl im ies that 9 is strongly invariant. 
(2.2) COROLLARY. If A is a one-dimensional a@ne domain over a field k 
and A contains a nontrivial wait (i.e., a unit which is not algebraic over k), then 
A is strongly invariant. 
(2.3) If A is an affine domain over a field k and F is a subfield of A, then 
the elements of F are algebraic over k. Thus if 6 is the algebraic closure of k 
in A, then F C li; and k is the unique maximal subfield of .-1. 
Proof. By the normalization theorem [17, p. 451 there exist AYr ,..., Xd E -4 
such that Xi ,..., S, are algebraically independent over k and A is an integral 
extension of k[Xi ,..., X,]. Let E’ denote the valuation ring of k(Xr ,..., X,J 
obtained by giving value --R to every polynomial in k[Xl ,..., zYJ having 
total degree n. Let I’, ,... , I-,, denote the extensions of V to the quotient field 
of A. Note that a t iz n 1,; n .” n Vn implies that a is algebraic over iz, 
for the coefficients of the minimal polynomial for a over K(Xr ,..., X-,) are in 
k[X, ,..., X,] n I’ :-- k. If F is a subfield of 14, then F n C;, n ... n C;,! is 
a finite intersection of valuation rings with quotient field F and hence is a 
domain with quotient field F [ 17, p. 381. Thus we must have F C k. 
(2.4) Remark. Let z4 be an a&e domain over a field, let G be a finite 
group of automorphisms of A, and let AC denote the fixed ring of G acting 
on A. If k is the unique maximal subfield of z4 given by (2.3), then G must 
restrict to a finite group of automorphisms of k. Let k’ denote the fixed field 
of G acting on k. Then A is an affine ring over k’ and G is a finite group of 
k’-automorphisms of A. By a well-known theorem of Noether, it follows that 
4G is also an affine ring over k’ [16, p. 91. 
(2.5) Let k be a field and let -X1 ,..., X,, be indeterminates over k. If A is 
a one-dimensional subring of /z[Xr , . ., X,], then there is a K-homomorphism 4 
of K[X, ,..., XJ onto a polynomial ring in one variable over k, say k[X], such 
that 4 restricted to A is an isomorphism. Consequently (within isomorphism) 
A is a subring of k[X]. 
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Proof. Let (X, ,..., X,) denote the ideal of K[X, ,..., X,] = R generated 
by X, >..., X, . Consider (Xi ,..., X,) n A = P. Since P is a prime ideal of 
A, either P = (0) or P is a maximal ideal. If P = (0), then the residue 
mapping of R onto k[X, ,..., XJ(X, ,..., X,) takes A isomorphically into k 
and we are done. If P # (0) and n > 1, then consider the prime ideals 
(Xlm - X,) of R, m = 1, 2 ,... . If 01 is a nonzero element of P, then for 
some m, Xrm - X, does not divide 01 in R. Thus (Xim - X,) n A is properly 
contained in P, so we must have (Xrm - Xn) n A = (0). Hence the residue 
mapping of R to R/(X,m - X,) E k[X, ,..., X,-i] restricts to an isomorphism 
of A. Iteration of this process yields an isomorphism of A into k[X]. 
(2.6) Let k be a field and let Xi ,..., X, be indeterminates over k. If A 
is a one-dimensional ring between k and k[X, ,..., X,], then A is an affine ring 
and the integral closure of A is a polynomial ring. Thus if A is a one-dimen- 
sional integrally closed ring between k and k[X, ,..., X,], then A = k[t] 
for some t E k[X, ,..., X,]. 
Proof. By (2.5) we may assume that k C A C k[X]. Let f be an element 
of A\k. Then k[ f ] C A C k[Xj and k[X] is a finite K[ f ]-module. Thus A is 
a finite k[ f ]-module, so A is an affine ring over k. By the classical Luroth’s 
theorem, the quotient field of A is a simple transcendental extension k(Z) of 
k [20, p. 1981. Since k(Z) C k(X) and k[X] is integral over A, A is contained 
in all the valuation rings of k(X) over k except the l/X-adic valuation ring. 
Thus if A is integrally closed, then A is the intersection of all the valuation 
rings of k(Z) over k except the restriction to k(Z) of the l/X-adic valuation 
rings of k(X). Since the l/X-adic valuation of k(X) is rational (i.e., has 
residue field k), its restriction to k(Z) is also rational. Hence the only valuation 
ring of k(Z) over k not containing A is either the l/Z-adic valuation ring or 
else given by a linear polynomial p(Z) in k(Z). If A is integrally closed, then, 
in the first case A = k[Z] and in the second case A = k[l/p(Z)]. 
(2.7) Remark. The fact that a normal ring A between a field k and the 
polynomial ring k[X] has the form A = k[t] is well known (see, for example 
[12, p. 2561) and as our argument shows, it is a consequence of the following 
fact. If A is a normal ring between a field k and a simple transcendental field 
extension k(Z) of k, and if there is only one valuation of k(Z) over k not 
containing A and this valuation is rational, then A = k[t] for some t E k[Z]. 
From (2.6) we get a quick proof that a polynomial ring in one variable 
over a field is invariant. 
(2.8) COROLLARY. Let k be a field and let A = k[X] be a polynomial ring 
in one variable over k. If A[X, ,..., X,] = R = B[Y, ,..., YJ, then B = k[t] 
for some t transcendental over k. Thus A s B and A is an invariant ring. 
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Proof. We have k C B C k[S, -Yr ,..., X,] = K; and B is noetherian, 
for R is noetherian and B is a homomorphic image of R. Thus dim R 
n + 1 == dim B[l-, ,..., Y,] = dim B + ~2, and dim B : 1. Also B is 
integrally closed, so by (2.6), B =-- k[t] for some t E R\iz. 
(2.9) Let k* be a finite separable algebraic field extension of a field k. If S 
is an indeterminate over k* and .1 is a normal ring such that k C ;2 C k*[X], 
then A has the form k’[t], where k’ is the algebraic closure of k in .q. 
Proof. We may assume that k is algebraically closed in i’z, i.e. k =m k’. 
Let 0 be a primitive element for R* over k. By (2.6), we have R* C A[01 C k*[Z] 
where k”(Z) is the quotient field of A[0]. The only valuation ring of k*(Z) 
over R* which doesn’t contain il is the l/Z-adic valuation ring. Hence this 
valuation ring is the only extension of its contraction V to the quotient field L 
of A. Also the l/Z-adic valuation ring is unramified over I’, for the dis- 
criminant of 0 is a unit of k. Thus if [k* : k] == n, then k* over the residue 
field of CY is also a field extension of degree ?z. It follows that li has residue 
field k. Since L(0) =:I k*(Z) and th e g enus of a field does not go down under 
separable algebraic field extension [ 15, p. 6211, we see that L/k is of genus zero 
with a “rational place” (one with residue field k). Hence L is a simple tran- 
scendental extension of Iz [4, p. 231, and by (2.7), iz = k[t]. 
(2.10) Remark. Let k* be a separable algebraic field extension of a field k 
and let X be an indeterminate over k*. If 11 is an integrally closed domain 
between k[X] and k*[X], then il has the form k’[X] for some field k’ between 
k and k”. This can be seen, for example, by passing to the normal closure of 
k*/k and then using Galois theory to prove that the fields between k and k* 
are in one-to-one correspondence with the fields between k(X) and k*(X). 
(2.11) Let k* be a separable algebraic field extension of a field k and let 
Xr ,..., -XTn be indeterminates over k”. If A is a one-dimensional normal ring 
such that k C A C k*[Xl ,..., X,,], then A has the form k’[t] where k’ is the 
algebraic closure of k in ,J. 
Proof. We may assume that k is algebraically closed in A, so that k = k’. 
By the “cutting down lemma” (2.Q we have k C A C k*[X]. Since k* is 
algebraic over k and A is one-dimensional, we see that X is integral over A. 
Let A * denote the finite integral extension of A generated by X, let L and L* 
denote the quotient fields of A and A *, and let k, be the algebraic closure of k 
in L*. Since A is integrally closed and k is assumed to be algebraically closed 
in A, we see that k is algebraically closed in L. Thus k,/R and L/k are linearly 
disjoint, so k, must be a finite algebraic extension of k. If A’ denotes the 
integral closure of il inL*, then kl[X] C -4’ C k*[X] so by (2.10), A’ = k,[X]. 
We now have k C A C k,[X] with k, a finite separable algebraic extension 
of k. By (2.9), A has the form k[t]. 
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(2.12) If one simply deletes the separability assumption, (2.11) is no 
longer true. The proof would break down at the point where separability 
is invoked to argue that L/K is of genus zero. In [15] Lang and Tate provide 
examples to show that genus can decrease under an algebraic extension. 
In fact, from [15, p. 6241 we have the following example: 
Let K be a field of characteristic p # 0 such that there are elements (Y and /3 
in an extension of K with cP, pP E K and [K(or, B) : K] = p2. Let X be tran- 
scendental over k(ol, ,f3) and set R = k(a + fix, X) n k(cy, /3)[X]. Then 
k < R < k(or, @[Xl. Since R is the intersection of a polynomial ring and 
a field, R is normal. It is not hard to show that the largest field contained in R 
is k, yet no residue class ring of R is equal to k. Thus R cannot be a polynomial 
ring. 
(2.13) Let R be an integrally closed domain with quotient field K and let 
R* be the integral closure of R in an algebraic field extension K* of K. 
Let P be a prime ideal in R. If each prime ideal P* in R* lying over P (i.e. such 
that P* n R = P) is the radical of a principal ideal in R*, then the P* are 
finite in number and P is the radical of a principal ideal in R. 
Proof. Let {Pi* 1 i E an index set I} denote the set of primes of R* lying 
over P in R, and let ai E R* be such that Pi* = qgR*. Let Ki = K(aJ 
and let Ri denote the integral closure of R in Ki . Note that Pt* is the only 
prime of R* lying over Pi* A Ri . Now in Ri there are only a finite number 
of prime ideals lying over P in R. Hence we can choose bi E Ri such that 
bi $ Pi , but bi is in every other prime of Ri lying over P. It follows that 
bi E Pj* for any j E I, j # i. The ideal in R* generated by the bi , i E I is not 
contained in (J (P,* / i ~1). Hence there exists b, ,..., b, E {bi j i ~1) and 
yi E R* such that y = r,b, + ... + rnbn $ u {P,* / i E I}. It then follows that 
PI*,..., P,* are all the primes of R* lying over P in R. Let L = K(a, ,..., a,), 
and let R’ denote the integral closure of R in L. For z EL, let N(x) denote 
the norm of z with respect to the field extension L/K. Note that if a = a, ... a,, 
then &R’ = nb, Pi* n R’, and P C &R’. It follows that if a! = N(a), 
then P = &R. For if b E P, then bm E aR’, say bm = az with x E R’. Hence 
N(b”) = N(az). If [L : K] = s, then N(bm) = 6”” = N(a) N(x) E cuR. This 
completes the proof of (2.13). 
Recall that an integral domain R is said to be prefactoriul if every height one 
prime ideal of R is the radical of a principal ideal [I, p. 11401. We note the 
following consequence of (2.13). 
(2.14) COROLLARY. Suppose that R is an integrally closed domain with 
quotient field K and that L is an algebraic jield extension. If the integral closure 
of R in L is a prefactorial domain, then R is prefactorial. 
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3. INTEGRAL Ihn~sms OF TRANSCENDENCE DECREE OKE OVER A SUBFIEI.D 
In this section WC prove our main result on the invariance of one-dimen- 
sional affine domains. JVe consider, in fact, a slightly more general class of 
rings, namelv integral domains which contain a field over which thev are of 
transcendence degree one. Note that such a domain =1 has dimension 1, 
for anv valuation ring between A-I and the quotient field of z3 has rank .g 1. 
(3.1) LEMMA. Let ,-1 be an integrally closed domain qf transcendence dqqree 
one over a subfield k. If A[X, ,..., -y,,] R B[ Y, ,..., Y,] and .4 (I B, 
then A is a prefactouial Dedekind domain. 
Proof. Note that k C B and that B also has transcendence degree one 
over k. Since A $= B, it is clear that A and B are not fields; so both A and B 
are one-dimensional domains. By (I. 12) there is a maximal ideal M of B such 
that _WB[Y, ,..., T,] n L4 (0). Let k* denote the field B/M and let 
4 : B[Y, ,..., I.,] - k*[%, ,..., Z,] denote the residue class mapping of R 
mod MR where & denotes the residue class of J’i . Note that k* is algebraic 
over k, the Zi are algebraically independent over 8*, and that (within iso- 
morphism) we have k C ,4 C k*[Z, ,..., Z,]. By the “cutting down lemma” 
(2.5), we conclude that 12 C A C k*[Z]. S’ mce k* is algebraic over 112, we see 
that K’[Z] is integral over .-1. Let L denote the quotient field of z4. Since d is 
integrally closed, we have A := 1, n k*[%]. Thus =1 is a one-dimensional 
Krull ring and hence a Dedekind domain. That -4 is prefactorial follows 
from (2.14). 
(3.2) THEOREM. Let A be an integral domain of transcendence degree one 
over a subJield k. Suppose that A[X, ,.. ., A-,,] : R = B[ Y1 ,..., Y,]. If A is 
not integrally closed, then A = B. Consequently, a nonnormal domain of tran- 
scendence one over a field is strongly invariant.l 
Proof. Let A *, B*, and R* denote the integral closures of 9, B, and R 
in their respective quotient fields. By (1.5), we have A*[X, ,..., -U,] = R* == 
B*[Y, ,..., Y,,]. If A* =: B*, then the elements of B are integral over 9 and 
it follows that A :-- B. If A* -;i: B*, then by (3.1), A* and B* are prefactorial 
Dedekind domains. By (1.15), there is a nonzero prime ideal P of A such that 
P is vertical relative to B. Let P* be a prime of A* such that P* n A = P 
and let 01 E A* be such that dm = P*. Then (1.7) implies that a: E B. But 
Y is a nonzero nonunit of A*, and hence must be transcendental over k. 
Thus A* and R* are algebraic river k[cx] C -4” n B*, so by (I .9), we must 
have A” = B*. It follows that A B. 
1 See Remark (1.17). 
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(3.3) THEOREM. Let A be an integral domain of transcendence degree one 
over a subfield k. Suppose that A[X, ,..., X,] = R = B[Y, ,..., Y,], and let 
k’ denote the algebraic closure of k in A. If A # B, then A and B are both 
polynomial rings over the field k’. Consequently, A is invariant, and if A is not 
a polynomial ring, then A is strongly invariant.2 
Proof. We may assume that k is algebraically closed in A so that k = k’. 
If A # B, then (3.2) implies that A is integrally closed. Hence by (3.1), 
A and B are prefactorial Dedekind domains. If a nonzero prime ideal P of A 
is such that PR n B # (0) and if (II E A is such that qT;;j = P, then (1.7) 
implies that 01 E B. As in the proof of (3.2), this implies that A and B are 
algebraic over k[ar] C A n B, and hence that A = B. Thus for each nonzero 
prime ideal P of A, we must have PR n B = (0). Let k* denote the field A/P. 
Then k* is algebraic over k and the residue mapping of R to R/PR yields 
(within isomorphism) k C B C k*[Z, ,..., Z,], where the Zi are algebraically 
independent over k*. The “cutting down lemma” (2.5), yields k C B C k*[z]. 
If k* is separable over k, then (2.11) implies that B is a polynomial ring over k 
and we are done. Hence all that remains is to prove that there is a nonzero 
prime ideal P of A such that A/P is separable over k. Let V* denote the 
valuation ring on the quotient field of R obtained by giving value 0 to all 
elements of B and giving to a polynomial in B[Y, ,..., Y,J of (total) degree m 
the value -m. Let L denote the quotient field of A and let V = V* n L. 
If A # B, then A Q B by (l.l), so some element of A is a polynomial of 
positive degree in B[Y, ,..., Y,]. Thus V is a rank one valuation ring on L 
and must be the unique valuation ring of L over k that does not contain A. 
Now the residue field of V is algebraic over k and contained in the residue 
field of V*. The residue field of Y* is a pure transcendental extension of the 
quotient field of B. By assumption, k is algebraically closed in A and this 
clearly implies that k is algebraically closed in B. Since B is integrally closed, 
we see that k is algebraically closed in the quotient field of B and hence in the 
residue field of V*. Thus k is the residue field of V. Let 01 be a generator for 
the maximal ideal of V (i.e., 01 is a local uniformizing parameter for V). 
Consider the value of 01 in the other valuation rings of L over k. Now from 
k C A C k*[Z], we see that every other valuation ring ofL over k contains A. 
Let Vi ,..., V, denote the (necessarily finite number of) valuation rings of L 
over k distinct from V such that 01 is a nonunit of Vi . We have A C Vi and 
if Pi denotes the center of Vi on A, then A/P, = k, is the residue field of 
V, . To complete the proof of (3.3) we show that some ki is separable algebraic 
over k. Assume that k has characteristic p > 0. If ki is not separable over k, 
2 A generalization of (3.3) to noetherian rings of transcendence degree one over 
a field is proved in [7]. 
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then ki contains a subfield k,’ such that ki’ is finite algebraic over k and 
[ki’ : k] is divisible by p. Let E be an extension field of k generated by a: 
and by a finite number of elements of L which residually modulo Pi generate 
the field ki’ for each i = I ,..., m. Let ~~‘(a) denote the value of 01 in the rank 
one valuation ring I,’ m== Ci n R. Since Jl’ has residue field k, we see that 
J-n E has residue field k and that C’Iy r ~~‘(ol)[k;’ : k] + 1 =-- 0 [4, p. 181. 
This contradicts the fact that each [ki’ : k] is divisible by p. Hence some k, 
must be separable over k and the proof of (3.3) is complete. 
(3.4) COROLLARY. [f ii is a one-dimensional a&e domain over a Jield then 
A is invariant; and ,4 is strongly invariant if A is not a polynomial ring. 
(3.5) Remark. As a corollary to the fact that k[X] is an invariant ring we 
have a classification of certain derivations of k[X, Y] in case k is a field of 
characteristic zero. Consider the derivation of k(X, )I) given by [jr(f) ~~ 
ZFjZY. This k-derivation obviously satisfies the following axioms: 
(i) D : k[,Ti, 1.1 --+ k[,y, I’], 
(ii) There existsfE k[X, Y] such that D(f) = I, 
(iii) If R = (Y E k[X, 1.1 j D(T) L- 0; then there exists g E k[S, k-1 
such that R[g] m= k[,y, Y]. 
Let us say that two k-derivations D, and I), are equivalent if there exists 
a k-automorphism w of k[_;I-, Y] such that ZC-~D,ZO == D, . It is clear that an) 
derivation equivalent to I), must satisfy (i)-(iii) above. We now show that in 
characteristic zero, derivations satisfying the above axioms are equivalent. 
(3.6) If k is a field of characteristic zero then a necessary and sufficient 
condition that a derivation D of k[X, I’] b e e q uivalent to D, is that it satisfy 
(i)-(iii) above. 
PYOOf. The necessity is obvious without regard to characteristic. For the 
sufficiency suppose D is a k-derivation of k[X, Y] satisfying (i)-(iii) above. 
By (ii) there is anfe k[X, Y] such that D(f) = 1. By (iii)f has a representa- 
tion of the form f = Cy=“=, rigi where D(ri) = 0. Thus 1 = D(f) =: 
(CyC”=, i~g-l) D(g). Hence D(g) is a unit in k[S, E-1. We can therefore 
assume D(g) == 1. Now we show that g is transcendental over R. If not 
there is an expression 0 = C6, yigi where m is minimal and Y,,, f 0. Applying 
D we get ~~=r ir&l =--- 0 which, in view of our characteristic zero assump- 
tion contradicts the minimality of m. Thus g is transcendental over R and 
R[g] = k[X, I’]. Since k[X] is invariant, we have R = k[h] for some 
h E k[X, Y]. This allows us to define a k-homomorphism u: of k[X, Y] by 
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h -+ X and g + Y. Then if p(X, Y) = Cy=,, ri(h) gi is any element of k[X, Y] 
(the ri are polynomials with coefficients in k) we have 
Thus WD = D,w or w-lD,w = D. Hence D is equivalent to D, . 
4. INTEGRAL DOMAINS OF TRANSCENDENCE DEGREE ONE OVER A SUBRING 
If A C D are integral domains, then by the transcendence degree of D 
over A we of course mean the transcendence degree of the quotient field of D 
over the quotient field of A. Recall that when we say a ring has a property 
locally, we mean that R, has the property for every prime p of R. 
(4.1) THEOREM. Let A be a unique factorization domain (UFD) and let 
X l,...,Xn be indeterminates over A. If D is a UFD such that A CD CA[X,,...,X,] 
and such that D has transcendence degree one over A, then D is a polynomial 
ring over A. 
Proof. Let S denote the multiplicative system of nonzero elements of A. 
We have A, CD, C A,[X, ,..., X,]. Since Ds is a UFD, D, is integrally 
closed, so by (2.6), D, is a polynomial ring over As . Hence we can choose 
0 ED so that D, = A#]. We may assume that 0 as a polynomial in 
4X, ,..., X,] has zero constant term. Moreover, we can choose 0 to be an 
irreducible element of D; for if 0 = d,d, with dl , d, E D, then from D C As[e] 
we see that not both dl and d, can be polynomials of positive degree in 
44 >..., X,]. Assuming now that 0 is an irreducible element of D and that 0 
as a polynomial in A[X, ,..., X,J has zero constant term, we show that 
D=A[B].Ifd~D,thenfromDCA,[B]wehaved=or,+or~e+...+a,Bm 
with oli E A, . Moreover, 01~ is the constant term of d as a polynomial in 
AK ,..., X,], so 01~ E A. Hence d E A[B] if and only if d - 010 E A[@]. Now 0 
divides d - a,, in Ds = A,[B] and 0 is a prime element of D which extends 
to a prime element in D, . Hence 0 divides d - “0 in D and cur + ola0 + ..* + 
ol,Bm--l E D. Repeating the above argument yields 01~ E D and then aa + o1aO + 
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-;- a,tw2 E L). \\‘e conclude by induction that all the CX~ c A and hence 
that D --: ;a[S]. 
The following example illustrates the necessity of the unique factorization 
hypothesis of (4.1). 
(4.2) EXAMPLE. Let 4 be any Dedekind domain which is not a principal 
ideal domain and let Lr -: (a, b) be a prime ideal of 4 which is not principal. 
We choose an element t of the quotient field of =2 such that A : LY : @pi .: 
(1, t). Consider the polynomial ring A[X, V] and let B = aX T 01’. Let 
R = 4[0, tO]. Note that R is a subring of il[S, I’]. We show that K is an 
inert, integrally closed domain of transcendence degree one over -4, and that R 
is not a polynomial ring over rl. 
(i) R is an inert subring of =1[S, I-]. If P is a prime ideal of --I and 
S : A !P, then let Rp denote the localization R, -=~ d,[Q, HI]. Since either t or 
(lit) is in -4,, , Zi, is a polynomial ring in one variable over A, . Moreover, 
for each prime ideal P of A4 there is an f, in .J[S, 1-1 such that R,,[f,] 
‘4JxI, U]. This follows because if P # (a, b), then either a or b is a unit in d, 
and therefore either S or l7 serves forf, . In case P == (a, h), then either ta or 
tb is a unit in ‘4, and again either S or I7 will serve for f, . Thus Rp is an 
inert subring of A,[X, Y]. Now suppose Y E R and I - CO! where c, n t a4 [X, Y]. 
Thus each of c and d is in Rp for every prime ideal P of iz. Since 12 =: n Rp =:- 
fi {A,[B, tf?] , P is a prime of A,\, we conclude that R is an inert subring of 
&4 [-I-, Y] . 
(ii) R is integrally closed. Since R = fi {Rp I’ is a prime of -41 and each 
R, is a polynomial ring over 4, , R is the intersection of normal rings. 
(iii) R is not a polynomial kg over A. Suppose there exists T such that 
R -= A[7’]. M’e may assume that 7’ as a polynomial in II[X, I’] has no 
constant term. Then T must be of the form M for some X E K, the quotient 
field of il. But 14[hB] == iz[O, tOI pl im ies equality of the fractional A-ideals 
(X) = (1, t); and this implies that (l/h) = (a, b) == c;C, which contradicts the 
fact that fl is not principal. 
As a corollary to (4.1) we prove the invariance of the polyromial ring in 
one variable over a certain class of unique factorization domains. Recall that 
for an integral domain L), we are using D, to denote the subring of D 
generated by the units of D, and I),. to denote the algebraic closure of D, in D. 
(4.3) ~OKOLLARY. Let D be a unique factorization domain such that 
D -=: D, and let A = D[Z] be a polynomial ring in one variable over D. If 
A[X, ,..., XJ = B[I, ,..., I;,], then A is isomorphic to B. Consequently, the 
polynomial ring D[Z] is Szvariant. 
Proof. Since D is a UFD, D[%, lYl ,..., ,T,] = B[l; ,..., k;,] is also a 
UFD; and B is an inert subring of B[E; ,..., I-,], so B is also a UFD. The 
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assumption that D = D, implies that D C B, and by counting transcendence 
degrees, we see that B has transcendence degree one over D. Thus 
D C B C D[Z, Xl ,..., X,] and (4.1) implies that B is a polynomial ring in 
one variable over D. 
(4.4) Remark. C oro 11 ary 4.3 yields a large class of invariant rings which 
are not strongly invariant. For example, if D is any semilocal UFD, then D[Z] 
is an invariant ring which is not strongly invariant. This corollary also leads 
us to consider the following. Let D be a ring and A a ring which is a D-algebra. 
A is said to be D-invariant provided A satisfies the following condition: given 
a D-algebra B and indeterminates Xi ,..., X, , Y1 ,..., Y, if A[X, ,..., X,] is 
D-isomorphic to B[ Yl ,.. ., Y,J then A is D-isomorphic to B. If for any 
D-algebra B and any D-isomorphism 4 : A[X, ,..., X,] + B[Y, ,..., Y,], 
$(A) = B then A is said to be strongly D-invariant. With this terminology 
(4.1) implies: 
(4.5) If D is a unique factorization domain then the polynomial ring 
D[Z] is D-invariant. 
(4.6) THEOREM. Let D be an integral domain and let Z be an indeterminate 
over D. If for each prime ideal P of D, Dp[Z] is D,-invariant, then D[Z] is 
D-invariant. 
Proof. Let D[Z] = A and suppose that A[X, ,..., X,] = R = B[Y, ,..., Y,] 
with D C B. For a prime ideal P of D, let S = D\P and let BP denote the 
localization B, . By hypothesis, BP is isomorphic to D,[Zj. Hence BP = 
Dp[ f,] for some element f, and we may assume that f, is in B. In particular, 
if K is the quotient field of D, we have an f. E B such that K[fO] is the 
localization of B at the multiplicative system of nonzero elements of D. We 
may assume that the Yi and the f, regarded as polynomials in D[Z, X, , . . . , X,] 
all have constant term zero. Then for each prime ideal P of D, we have 
f, = A, fO with A, E K. 
Let a be the D-module generated by the A, . Then we claim: 
(9 B = wTf01 
(ii) B is a polynomial ring if and only if @ is principal. 
(iii) Gl? is an invertible fractionary ideal of D. 
We obviously have D C D[@fJ C B. Moreover, for every prime P of D, 
(D[af& = DJf,] = BP . Thus, as D-modules D[afO] and B are every- 
where locally equal and hence are equal. This establishes (i). To see (ii) 
suppose B is a polynomial ring. We may assume then B = D[T] where T has 
no constant term. Then f. = /3T for some /3 E K and D[T] = D[O@T]. 
Thus @I = D and GZ = Dp-l. If 12 is principal then clearly B is a polynomial 
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ring. This establishes (ii). To see that G! is an invertible fractionary ideal we 
first observe that if d is any nonzero coefficient of f0 (as an element of 
D[Z, Xl ,...I X,]) then &Z C D. Thus C;, , the ideal of D generated by the 
coefficients of f0 is contained in (P1 : D : a. Moreover, GNZf, = D. For 
if not, there is a prime ideal P such that GKj, C P. But this would imply that 
f, = X,fO E PB, = PD,[f,], a contradiction. Thus GKf, == D and a is 
invertible. 
We now show that Q? is principal. Let / be the ideal in R generated by the 
monomials of degree two in Z, X1 ,..., Xfi . Then 
R 
:- D[flf” , y, ,..., U,] = D[Z, X, ,..., X,]. 
J 
Thus as D-modules this takes the form 
where M = aj, 3 Dy, @ ... <e Dk;, and by D(j) we mean a free 
D-module of rank j. Thus ill g afO + Den) and since f0 -,# 0, M gg 
02 @ DcR) s D(nrl). A simple argument now shows that ot is principal. 
Considering M as Q! @ Dtn) let {[,}T$r be a free basis for M. Then 
& = (Ui , 41 ,..., 4,) with aiECt. 
It follows that det([, ,..., En+r) = a E GZ and in fact aD = CL For let P be any 
prime of D. We claim (aD), = flDp . Since U? is invertible, G2‘Dp = a,Dp 
for some a, t a. Thus e, ,..., e,+r is a free basis for Mp where e, = (a,, O,..., 0) 
and for i > 1, e, = (0 ,..., l,..., 0) where the 1 is in the i-th place. But 
det(e, ,..., e,,,) = up and up differs from a by at most a unit multiple in Dp . 
Consequently (aD), = QZP for every prime P and hence QZ is principal. This 
concludes the proof of the theorem. 
Our Theorem (4.6) provides some more information concerning examples 
like (4.2). With reference to (4.2), in trying to construct an example of a non- 
invariant domain, one might attempt to find a T E D[X, Y] such that R[T] = 
D[X, Y]. Theorem (4.6) shows that this is impossible, for we have the 
immediate corollary: 
(4.7) COROLLARY. If D is a domain which is locally a unique factorization 
domain, then D[Z] is D-invariant. In particular, if D is a Dedekind domain, 
then D[Z] is D-invariant. 
Proof. By (4.1), for each prime P, Dp[Z] is D,-invariant; so (4.6) applies. 
We can prove a more general version of (4.7). An integral domain R is 
called an HCF-ring (for highest common factor) if the partially ordered 
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group of nonzero principal fractional ideals of R is lattice ordered [5, p. 2531. 
Thus R is an HCF-ring if and only if for any two principal ideals (a)and (b) 
of R, (u) n (b) is also principal. Unique factorization domains are HCF-rings 
and other examples are valuation rings or more generally Bezout domains 
(i.e., integral domains in which finitely generated ideals are principal), and 
polynomial rings over valuation rings or Bezout domains. 
The following proposition is similar to (4.1). 
(4.8) PROPOSITION. Let A be an HCF-ring and let X1 ,..., X, be indeter- 
minates over A. Suppose that D is an integral domain of transcendence degree 
one over A and that A C D C A[X, ,..., X,]. If D is an inert subring of 
4x1 ,..., X,], then D is a polynomial ring over A. 
Proof. Let K CL denote the quotient fields of A C D. Since D is an inert 
subring of the integrally closed domain A[X, ,..., X,], D = A[X, ,..., X,] n L 
and D is integrally closed. We have KC D[K] C K[X, ,..., X,], so (2.6) 
implies that there exists an element 0 such that D[K] = K[O]. We may 
assume that BED and that B as a polynomial in A[X, ,..., X,] has zero 
constant term. Since A is an HCF-ring and since D is an inert subring of 
4x1 ,..-> &I, we may also assume that if a, ,... , a, are the coefficients of 0 
as a polynomial in A[X, ,... , X,], then the greatest common divisor of 
a1 >..., %I in A is 1. We now make use of the fact that any lattice-ordered 
group can be lattice embedded in a direct product of totally ordered groups 
and that for the HCF-ring A this implies the existence of a set {Va} of 
valuation rings such that A = flu V, and such that the associated valuation 
maps are lattice homomorphisms [22, p. 371. It follows that (a,,..., a,)V, = V, 
for each 01. We extend the valuation ring I’, to a valuation ring V,’ of 
KG& >..., Xn) by defining the value of a polynomial in K[X, ,..., X,] to be 
the infimum of the values of its coefficients. The Xi are units in V,’ and the 
residues of the Xi modulo the maximal ideal of V,’ are algebraically inde- 
pendent over the residue field of V,‘. Since 0 has zero constant term and 
since (ur ,..., a,) V, = V, , we see that the residue of B modulo the maximal 
ideal of V,’ is transcendental over the residue field of I’, . It follows that the 
Vu’-value of any polynomial in K[B] is the infimum of the values of its 
coefficients. Hence if b,,+b,B+...+b,& is an element of K[B] n A[X, ,..., X,], 
then all the bi E V, . Since A = nol V, , we have 
A[@] = K[B] n A[X, ,..., X,] = D, 
which completes the proof of (4.8). 
We have the following corollary to (4.6) and (4.8). 
(4.9) COROLLARY. If D is an integral domain which is locally an HCF-ring, 
then the polynomial ring D[Z] is D-invariant. Thus if D = D, (i.e., D is 
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algebraic over the subring of D generated by the units of D) and ;f D is locally 
at each maximal ideal an HCF-ring, then the polynomial ring D[Z] is invariant. 
The proof is similar to that of (4.3). E xamples of integral domains which 
are locally HCF-rings are Priifer domains and polynomial rings over Priifer 
domains. 
5. ONE-DIMENSIONAL DOMAINS WHICH ARE NOT STRONGLY INVARIANT 
In this section we give some conditions on a one-dimensional integral 
domain A in order that A not be strongly invariant. These conditions show 
that such domains must be closely related to polynomial rings. However, 
we must admit that there is a gap here, for we have not determined whether 
a one-dimensional domain which is not strongly invariant must be a poly- 
nomial ring. 
(5.1) PROPOSITION. Let A be a one-dimensional integrally closed domain. 
If A[X; ,...) X,] = B[Y, )..., Y,] and A # B, then there exists an element s 
of A such that A[l/s] is a prefactorial Dedekind domain containing a$eld over 
which A is of transcendence degree one. In fact there exist fields k’ C k with k 
algebraic over k’ and an element T transcendental over k such that 
k’ C A[l/s] C k[T, l/s], 
and such that k[T, I/s] is integral over A[l/s]. 
Proof. We first show that there must exist a maximal ideal M of B such 
that M[Yr ,..., Y,] n A = (0). Th’ 1s would follow from (1.12) if we knew 
that B were also one-dimensional. Of course if we have some additional 
hypothesis such as that 4 is noetherian, then A[Xr ,..., Xn] has dimension 
n + 1, so B must have dimension one. However, without some such simpli- 
fying hypothesis, A[X, ,..., -rn] can have dimension greater than n $ 1 
[19, p. 5 111, so we give a somewhat indirect argument. By (1. lo), 4 must have 
Jacobson radical (0). Thus A and hence d[X, ,..., X,] = BIY1 ,..., Y,] are 
Hilbert rings [13, p. 181. Since B is a homomorphic image of B[Y, ,..., Y,], 
B is also a Hilbert ring. If M is a maximal ideal of B and M[Y,,..., Y,] n A z~ 
P f (0), then P[X, ,..., X,] C M[Y, ,..., Y,], and since these two prime 
ideals have the same depth, we must have P[X, ,..., XTn] = M[Y, ,..., Yn], 
which means that M is vertical relative to A. It follows from (1.13) that 
M[Y, )..., Y,] n A == (0) for some maximal ideal M of B. Considering 
residue class rings modulo M[Y, ,..., Y,] and applying the “cutting down 
lemma” (2.Q we obtain A[x, ,..., x,] = k[T], where k is the field B/M and 
T is an indeterminate over k. By the normalization theorem [17, p. 451, there 
exists s E A such that A[ l/s, x1 ,. . . , xn] = k[l,/s, T] is a finite integral extension 
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of A[l/s]. Since A is integrally closed, A[l/ s is integrally closed. Thus A[l/s] ] 
is a Dedekind domain, and by (2.14), A[l/s] is prefactorial. 
It remains to show that A[l/s] contains a field K’ such that K is an algebraic 
extension of K’. Let L’ denote the quotient field of A[l/s], and let L be the 
normal closure of the algebraic field extension k(T) of L’. If D is the integral 
closure of A[l/s] in L, then D is also the integral closure of K[T, I/s] in L, 
so D is an affine ring over K. The automorphisms of L over L’ restrict to 
automorphisms of D. Let DC denote the fixed ring of D under the group G 
of automorphisms of L over L’. By (2.4), DC contains a subfield K, of K such 
that k is a finite algebraic extension of k, . Moreover, DC is the integral 
closure of A[l/s] in a finite purely inseparable field extension. Hence if p 
is the characteristic of k, , then for some positive integer e, “1”” C A[l/s]. 
This completes the proof of (5.1). 
(5.2) Remark. It is clear that if A is an integral domain for which the 
integral closure is strongly invariant, then A is strongly invariant. It seems 
conceivable that if A is a one-dimensional integrally closed domain which is 
not strongly invariant, then A is a polynomial ring. If this is the case, then 
polynomial rings are the only one-dimensional integral domains which are not 
strongly invariant. For if A is a one-dimensional domain whose integral 
closure A* is a polynomial ring, then A # A* implies A is strongly invariant. 
This can be seen as follows: If A[X, ,..., &] = B[Y, ,..., YJ, then 
A*[X, ,..., KJ = B*[U, ,a*.> Ynl, where B* is the integral closure of B. 
Since A # A*, (1.15) and (1.5) imply that some maximal ideal of A* is 
vertical relative to B*. Since A* is a polynomial ring, this implies that 
A* = B*, and hence that A = B. 
For a certain class of one-dimensional integrally closed domains we can 
prove a sharper version of (5.1). 
(5.3) DEFINITION. An integral domain D is said to be a ZocaZZy jnite 
intersection of vahation rings if D = flu I’, where {V,) is a set of valuation 
rings having the property that each nonzero element d of D is a unit in all 
but a finite number of the V, . Thus the integral domains which are locally 
finite intersections of valuation rings include, for example, all noetherian 
integrally closed domains [21, p. 821. 
(5.4) Let A be a one-dimensional integral domain which is a locally finite 
intersection of valuation rings. Suppose that A[X, ,..., X,J = B[Y, ,..., Y,], 
with A # B, and let k denote the quotient field of A n B, then 
(i) if A n B = k, then A and B are both polynomial rings over k, 
(ii) if A n B < k, then A n B is a finite intersection of rank one 
valuation rings and hence is a one-dimensional Priifer domain with only a 
finite number of prime ideals, 
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(iii) in case (ii), if u is any nonzero element of the Jacobson radical of 
A n B, then both A[l/u] and B[l/ ] 24 are p Iv 0 I nomial rings over k. In particular, 
the quotient fields of A and B are simple transcendental extensions of the 
quotient field of ,3 n B. 
Proof. By (5. I), there exists an element s of 4 such that A[l/s] contains 
a field k’ over which A is of transcendence degree one. If .4 = & Ih is a 
representation of =1 as a locally finite intersection of valuation rings, we may 
assume that all the V, are contained in the quotient field of A. Since A is 
one-dimensional, it follows that each V, is a localization of A and is of rank 
one. By the locally finite assumption, u is a nonunit in only a finite number 
of the V& , say 1; ,..., F,, . We have d = 4[l/s] n 1; n ... n L;,, , so 
A n k’ -= C-r n ... n V,, n k’. Thus A n k’ has quotient field k’ and has 
nonzero Jacobson radical [17, p. 381. It follows that A n /z’ is contained in -4, 
(where A, is the algebraic closure in d of the subring of d generated by the 
units of A). Since d, C B, we have k’ n 4 C A n B. Thus A must be of 
transcendence degree one over A n B. If A n B is a field, then (3.3) implies 
that A and B are polynomial rings over A n B. If .4 n B < k, then since 
k’Ck,wehaveknV1n...nVr,‘,,CAnB<k. ThusrlnBisafinite 
intersection of rank one valuation rings which establishes (ii), and (iii) follows 
by again applying (3.3). 
(5.5) COROLLARY. Let d be a Dedekind domain. If A[-‘i; ,..., S,,] == 
WY, ,..., ~‘ril and A # B, then A is of transcendence degree one over A n B. 
i!Joreover, if A n B is a Jield, then A and B are polynomial rings ovey A n B; 
if A n B is not a $eld, then it is a semilocal principal ideal domain, and if u is 
any nonzero element in the Jacobson radical of A n B, then A[ I /u] and B[ I lu] 
are polynomial rings over the quotient field of A n B. 
(5.6) Remark. With reference to (5.5) and its notation, we know of no 
example where tl n B is not a field. We show in section 6 that if d contains 
a field of characteristic zero, then -4 n B must be a field. 
We close this section with a look at the structure of Dedekind domains of 
the type mentioned in (5.5). An integral domain A is called a K&l domain 
if A is a locally finite intersection of rank one discrete valuation rings. If A is 
a Krull domain and {Pa} is the set of height one primes of A, then il = na A, , 
and each A, is a rank one discrete valuation ring. The A, are called thae 
essential vu&ion rings of A. If d = n, W, is a representition of A as a 
locally finite intersection of rank one valuation rings of the quotient field of A 
then each A, must be in the set { W,j. 
Let k be a” field and let k(T) be a simple transcendental field extension. 
We wish to examine Krull domains and especially Dedekind domains (which 
are precisely the one-dimensional Krull domains) A such that for some element 
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u E A, A[ l/u] = k[T]. We note that for many fields k such domains A # K[T] 
exist. For if V, ,..., V, are rank one discrete valuation rings with quotient 
field K and VI*,..., I?,* are extensions of the Vi to rank one discrete valuations 
of K(T), then A = nz, Vi* n K[ T] is a Krull domain; and for any nonzero u 
in the Jacobson radical of the semilocal domain fly=, Vi = j, utT will be in 
every Vi* for some positive integer t. Hence J[utT] C A, so A has quotient 
field k(T) and A[l/u] = k[T]. The following proposition shows that such 
Krull domains are sometimes Dedekind and gives a precise condition in order 
that this be the case. 
(5.7) PROPOSITION. Let A be a Krull domain such that for some element 
u E A, A[I/u] = k[T], where k is afield and T is transcendental over k. Then A 
is noetherian and of dimension one or two. A necessary and suficient condition 
that A be one-dimensional (i.e., that A be a Dedekind domain) is the following: 
(*) If V* is any essential valuation ring of A in which u is a nonunit and 
V = V* n k, then the residue field of V* is algebraic over the residue 
field of V. 
Proof. Let VI*,..., V,,* denote the essential valuation rings of A in which 
u is a nonunit and let J = k n VI* n ... n VI*. Then J is a semilocal 
principal ideal domain ([17, p. 381 and [21, p. 2781) and by multiplying T by 
a suitable high power of an element in the Jacobson radical of J, we get an 
element in A. Thus we may assume that T E A. It follows that A is a Krull 
domain between the two-dimensional noetherian domain J[T] and its quotient 
field, and hence that A is noetherian [IO] and of dimension at most two 
[9, pp. 348-91. 
Let Vi* n k = Vi and let Fi* and Fi denote the residue fields of Vi* and 
Vi . Let Pi* denote the center of Vi* on A, and let Pi denote the center of 
Vi on J. We have Fi = J/Pi C A/Pi* C Fi*, and if Fi* is algebraic over Fi , 
then A/Pi* = Fi*, and Pi* is a height one prime of A which is also a maximal 
ideal. Hence if (*) holds, then u is contained only in maximal ideals of A, 
and A[l/u] = k[T] implies that A is one-dimensional. 
Now suppose that some Fi* is not algebraic over Fi . Since Vi* is a localiza- 
tion of A, we can choose OL E A such that the residue of or in A/Pi* is tran- 
scendental over Fi . Moreover, we can choose OL so that k(T) is a separable 
algebraic extension of k(a). For if T will serve for 01, then the assertion is 
obvious; and if the residue of T in A/P,* is algebraic over Fi , then k(T) is 
separable algebraic over either k(or) or k(a + T). Let B denote the integral 
closure of J[a] in k(T). Then B C A, and B is a finite J[ol]-module, so B is a 
finitely generated J-algebra. Moreover, Vi* is centered on a nonmaximal ideal 
of B, which implies that V*, is a localization and hence an essential valuation 
ring for B. If y is an element in the Jacobson radical of J, then B[l/y] = 
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iz[T]. Hence there exist at most a finite number IIll ,..., W?, of essential 
valuation rings for B which are not essential valuation rings for _tl and we 
have B _- A n la; n ... n Wrr . We can choose s E H such that s is not in 
the center of Fi* on B, but such that 5 is a nonunit in each cl’, . It follows that 
=2 C B[l/s] C fyi*. Since B[l/s] is a finitely generated J-algebra, we see that 
CTji; can not be centered on a maximal ideal of @1,/s], for this would imply. 
that Fi* is a finitely generated ring extension of F, contradicting the assump- 
tion that Fi* is transcendental over Fi . But if &-Z were one-dimensional, then 
/I[l/s] = @l/s] would be one-dimensional. Hence if condition (*) is not 
satisfied, then A must be two-dimensional. 
6. INVARIANCE OF DEDEKIXD UOXIAINS WHICH CONTAIN A FIELD 
OF C’Hi\RACTERISTIc ZERO 
This section is devoted to proving that a one-dimensional noetherian 
domain rrl containing a field of characteristic zero is either strongly invariant 
or a polynomial ring. As observed in (5.2), it will suffice to prove this when d 
is integrally closed and hence a Dedekind domain. 
(6.1) Remark. Let B be a Dedekind domain and suppose that 
AIXl ,.. ., A-,] = R = B[ I’, ,..., 1-J 
and A + B. By (5.5), if A n B = C is a field, then A and B are polynomial 
rings over A n B; and if =1 n B = C is not a field, then C is a semilocal 
principal ideal domain. Assume that C is not a field and let n E C generate a 
maximal ideal of C. If %A is a prime ideal in -4, then the field extension 
Cj& C A/r/l can not be separable. 
Proof. If VA is prime, then rR and TB are also prime ideals and taking 
residues in RIrrR, we have A/nAIXl ,..., I,] = R/,X -: B/rrB[I;, ,..., YJ. 
Hence A/VA = B(rB. By (5.7), AjnA is an algebraic field extension of C/&. 
Suppose that Jjrr,l and hence B/z-B were separable algebraic over C/rrC. 
We can write any a E A in the form a = 0 + m, where B E B and 
m E BIYl ,..., I,] is a polynomial with zero constant term. Letting “-‘I 
denote residue class in RlrrR, we have E = 6 + i7i, and since illrrr2 = BlrrB, 
we must have 2 = 6 and % = 0. Now A # B implies that there exists a E A 
such that a = b + nz and m f 0. Choose a = b + m such that in the n-adic 
valuation of R, wz has the smallest value possible (i.e., among all elements of 
the form a = b + m choose an a such that m is divisible by the smallest 
power of .rr). With the assumption that B/rB is separable over C/nC, we 
show that this leads to contradiction. Let g(Z) be the minimal polynomial 
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for b over C/A’ and lift g(Z) to a polynomial g(Z) in C[Z] of the same degree. 
From Taylor’s formula we have 
g(Z) = g(b) + g’(W - b) + ww - w, 
where g’(Z) is the derivative of g(Z) and h(Z) is a polynomial in B[ZJ. Hence 
g(u) = g(b) + g’(b)m + h(a)@. Since g(Z) is a separable polynomial, the 
residue ofg’(b) is not zero. This implies that the n-adic value ofg’(b)m + h(a)m2 
is equal to the n-adic value of m. But the residue of g(b) in R/rR is zero, 
which means that x divides g(a). Hence 
g(u)/77 = g(b)/7r + (g(b’)m + h(U)rn”)/T = b’ + m’, 
with b’ E B and m’ a polynomial in B[Y, ,..., Y,] with zero constant term and 
with 7r-adic value strictly less than the rr-adic value of m. This contradiction 
of the choice of a = b + m completes the proof of (6.1). 
(6.2) COROLLARY. If A is u principal ideuE domain (PID) containing ujeZd 
of characteristic zero, then A is invariant, and if A is not a polynomial ring, 
then A is strongly invariant. 
Proof. Suppose A[X, ,..., X,] = B[Y, ,..., YJ and A # B. If A CI B is 
a field, then (5.5) implies that A is a polynomial ring over A n B. Suppose 
that A n B = C is not a field. Let & be a maximal ideal of C. The fact that C 
is an inert subring of A and that A is a PID imply that TA must be a prime 
ideal. By (5.7) A/VA is algebraic over C/nC and since A contains a field of 
characteristic zero A/rA is separable algebraic over C/&‘. But (6.1) implies 
that this cannot happen. Hence A # B implies that A TI B is a field. 
In order to apply (6.1) to a wider class of rings, we note the following 
obvious facts. 
(6.3) Let A be an integral domain and suppose that A[X, ,..., X,J = 
BP’, ,..., Y,]. Let A be a set of elements, each of which is algebraic over 
A n B. Then A[d][X, ,..., X,] = B[d][Y, ,..., Y,] and A[A] = B[A] if and 
only if A = B. 
(6.4) Let A be an integral domain and suppose that A[X, ,..., X,] = R = 
W, I..., YJ. If an integral domain R* is algebraic over R and if there exist 
domains A* and B* algebraic over A and B, respectively, such that 
A*[X, ,..., X,] = R* = B*[Y, ,..., Y,],thenA=BifandonlyifA*=B*. 
(6.5) THEOREM. If A is a Dedekind domain containing a $eld of churuc- 
teristic zero, then A is invariant, and if A is not a polynomial ring, then A is 
strongly invariant. 
Proof. Suppose that A[X, ,..., X,] = R = B[Y, ,..., Y,] and that A # B. 
By (5.5), A n B = C is a semilocal PID and we may assume that C is not a 
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field. Let TX be a maximal ideal of C and let p be a height one prime of R 
which contains g. Suppose that = generates the m-th power of the maximal 
ideal of the valuation ring R, , say r = &” where yR, = pR,, and p is a unit 
in R, . If we adjoin to C a root 0 of the polynomial Z’” - 71, then adjoining 0 
to the quotient field of R, is equivalent to adjoining a root of P - y 1 0. 
Since the discriminant of this polynomial is a unit, the extension R,[O] of R, 
is unramified and 0 generates the maximal ideal of each localization of the 
integral closure of R,[B]. [21, p. 3031. Thus in view of (6.3), we may assume 
in our original notation that 71 generates the maximal ideal of R, . Let 
P -== P, > P2 ,.‘.> p,? be all the height one primes of R which contain n. Since 
7~ E A n B, each pi is vertical relative to both d and B. Thus each R,t is an 
essential valuation ring for R which is the extension of essential valuation 
rings from both -4 and B. Let R* denote the Krull domain obtained b! 
intersecting all the essential valuation rings for R except RDI ,..., R,$ . In 
Xagata’s terminology, R* is the ideal transform of R with respect to the ideal 
I = p, n ... n p, [16, p. 411. The importance of R* in our considerations is 
that since iz[X, ,..., *Y,,] := R = BIY1 ,..., Y,], and since R,? ,..., R,,$ are 
extensions of essential valuation rings from both A and B, we have R* 
d*[,II, ,..., Xn] = B*[k; ,..., I’,] where A* and B* are the Krull domains 
obtained by intersecting all the essential valuation rings for -4 and B, respec- 
tively, except those which extend to Rpg ,..., R,,$ . By (6.4), it will suffice to 
contradict the assumption that A” # B*. In R*, pR, n R* is the only height 
one prime containing n and r generates the maximal ideal of R, Thus xR” 
is prime in R*, so ~~4 * m= rR* n A* is also prime. Since we arc assuming 
that A, and hence C A n B, contains a field of characteristic zero, (6.1) 
implies that A* -= R*. This completes the proof of (6.5). 
(6.6) COROLLARY. If A is a one-dimensional integral domain confaining a 
field of characteristic zero and if the integral closure of A is a Dedekind domain, 
then A is invariant, and .4 is strongly invariant if A is not a polynomial ring. 
In particular, one-dimensional noethevian domains containing a field of charar- 
teristic zeY0 are invariant. 
Proof. If the integral closure A’ of rl is not a polynomial ring, then in view 
of (6.5) and (6.4) the assertion is clear. If A f A’, and A’ is a polynomial ring, 
then it is observed in (5.2) that A is strongly invariant. 
7. QUESTIONS 
We conclude with a few observations and questions related to the material 
considered in this article. There is an unanswered question of Zariski 
concerning simple transcendental field extensions that seems somewhat 
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similar to the problem we have considered. Nagata [18, p. 891 states the 
Zariski problem as follows. 
Let K and K’ be finitely generated fields over a field li. Assume that simple 
transcendental extensions of K and K’ are k-isomorphic to each other. 
Does it follow that K and K’ are k-isomorphic to each other ? 
The following question might be more easily settled, at least for n = 1. 
(7.1) Question. If A and B are integral domains and A[X, ,..., X,] = 
WI ,*.a, YJ, does it follow that the quotient fields of A and B are isomorphic ? 
Nagata pointed out to us the following fact about the one variable case. 
(7.2) If A is an integral domain and A[X] = R = B[Y], then there exist 
isomorphisms of A into B and B into A. 
Proof. If B C A, then B = A and the assertion follows. If B # A, then 
we may assume that Y + A, for if YE A, we may replace Y by Y - b where 
b E B\A. Let d be any element of A r\ B and consider the canonical homo- 
morphism + : B[Y] + B[Y]/(Y - d) z B. The restriction of $ to A must be 
an isomorphism. For if a E A is in the kernel of 4, then Y - d divides a in 
A[X] = R. But Y $ A and d E A imply that Y - d is a nonconstant poly- 
nomial in A[X]. Hence a = 0. Since the situation is symmetric, the proof is 
complete. 
Note that the proof of (7.2) shows that A and B are in fact simple ring 
extensions of isomorphic copies of each other. 
(7.3) Question. If A[X, ,..., X,] = B[Y, ,..., Y,], do there exist isomor- 
phisms of A into B and B into A ? In particular, does there exist an isomor- 
phism $ : A -+ B such that B is a finitely generated ring extension of +(A) ? 
The Zariski problem is known to have an affirmative answer in certain 
special cases, and this of course yields some information about (7.1). For 
example, the answer to the Zariski question being yes for k algebraically closed 
of characteristic zero and K and K’ of transcendence degree two over k 
[ 18, p. 901, implies the following. If A is a two-dimensional af?ine domain over 
an algebraically closed field of characteristic zero and if A[Xj = B[Y], then 
the quotient fields of A and B are isomorphic. 
Nagata in [18] makes use of a lemma of Abhyankar concerning quadratic 
transformations along a valuation ring [2, p. 3361, to study the Zariski 
problem, and the following proposition illustrates the use of this same lemma 
in connection with (7.1). 
(7.4) PROPOSITION. Let A be an integral domain and suppose that A is of 
$nite transcendence degree over the subring A, of A generated by the units of A. 
Suppose that A[Xj = B[Y], and let K and L denote the quotient fields of A 
and B, respectively. If A # B, then K and L are both ruled over the quotient 
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field k of ,d,,---i.e., K- and L are both simple transcendental extensions of fields 
rontaining k. 
Proof. \\‘e have A,,, C A 0 B, so k is a subfield of K n I,. Since A # B, 
some element of B is a polynomial of positive degree in A[-V]. Hence if V 
denotes the I /X-adic valuation ring of K(X), then F n L 1 I ‘* is properly 
contained in L. Since the residue field of I- is canonically isomorphic to K, 
by counting transcendence degrees over k, we see that the residue field of I- is 
transcendental over the residue field of I.-y. It follows from the above men- 
tioned lemma concerning quadratic transformations of a regular local ring 
along a prime divisor [2, p. 3361, that K, the residue field of I-, is a simple 
transcendental extension of a finite algebraic extension of the residue field 
of V”. Since the situation is symmetric, the proof is complete. 
(7.5) COROLLARY. Let A he an integral domain with quotient field K-, and 
suppose that A is of transcendence degree two over the subring A,, of A generated 
by t?ze units of A. Let k be the quotient field of A, and assume that K is a pure 
transcendental extension of some algebraic extension k* of k. If A[X] -= B[Y], 
then the quotient fields of A and B are isomorphic. 
Proof. Let L denote the quotient field of B. LVe have A,, C B, so k* CL. 
Let 2, and Z, be such that k*(Z, , Z,) = K. Thus k*(Z, , 2, , -Y) = L(Y). 
By (7.4), there exists a field F and a transcendental element T over F such 
that k C F and F(T) = L. Since k* is algebraic over k, we have 
k* C F C k*(Z, , Z2, X). 
Hence by Igusa’s generalization of the classical Luroth theorem ([l 1, or 18, 
p. 87]), F must be a simple transcendental extension of k*. Since L = F(T), 
it follows that L is a pure transcendental extension of k*, and hence that L is 
isomorphic to K. 
(7.6) COROLLARY. Let A be a two-dimensional a$ine domain over an 
algebraically closed,field k. If A[X] = B[ I’], then the quotient fields of A and B 
are isomorphic. 
Proof. Let K and L denote the quotient fields of A and B. By (7.4), K and 
L are both ruled over k. Suppose K = F,( TI) and L = F,( T,), with k C Fi . 
Then FI and F2 are function fields in one variable over k. If either FI or F2 
is of genus zero, then it is a simple transcendental extension of k and (7.5) 
implies that K and L are isomorphic. If F, is of positive genus, then since FI 
is separably generated over k, every finite algebraic extension of F, is also of 
positive genus and hence not ruled over k. Thus in Nagata’s terminology, 
FI is antirational over k, and F,(T, , X) =-= F,(T, , Y) implies that Fl -= F2 
[18, p. 881. Hence K =: F,( T,) is isomorphic to L : FI( T2). 
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(7.7) Remark. The ideas of (7.4) p rovide a different proof of the “one 
variable” case of (3.3). We state the result and sketch an argument. 
Let A be an integral domain of transcendence degree one over a field k and 
suppose A[X] = B[Y] then either A = B or each of A and B is a polynomial 
ring over A n B. 
Proof. One simplifies (3.1) and (3.2) by the “one variable assumption” 
and reduces to the case where A and B are prefactorial Dedekind domains, 
and k is algebraically closed in K. Then as in the proof of (7.4) let K and L 
be the respective quotient fields of A and B, and let I’ denote the l/X-adic 
valuation ring on K(X). Let I’* = Vn L. Since A # B, I/* is properly 
contained in L. As in the proof of (7.4) K, the residue field of I/ is a simple 
transcendental extension of a finite algebraic extension of k’ the residue field 
of V*(k C k’ C k” C k”(t) = K). Since k is algebraically closed in K, k = k”, 
thus the residue field of V* is k and K = k(t). It then follows that A satisfies 
the following 
(1) k C A C k(t) = quotient field of A, 
(2) A is a prefactorial Dedekind domain, 
(3) There is a k-valuation of k(t), V*, such that A p V* and the residue 
field of V* is 12. 
(4) k = units of A. 
But (l)-(4) imply A = k[B] for some 8 E k(t). For A is the intersection of a 
family of rank one discrete valuation rings since A is Dedekind. These are all 
k-valuations of k(t). From (1) and (4) together with the fact that A is 
prefactorial, it follows that A is contained in every k-valuation of k(t) except 
one. By (3) the unique k-valuation of k(t) not containing A has residue field k. 
Thus it is either the l/t-adic valuation, or it is the f-adic valuation wherefis 
an irreducible element of k[t] of the form t - X for h E k. In the first case 
A = k[t], in the latter A = k[llf]. 
In considering invariance and strong invariance when AIXl ,..., X,] = 
BP’, >..., YJ, it would perhaps have been more precise to use the terms 
n-invariant and n-strongly invariant. 
(7.8) Question. Is it possible for an integral domain to be n-invariant 
(or n-strongly invariant), but not be m-invariant (m-strongly invariant) for 
different positive integers m and n ? 
(7.9) Question. If A is a strongly invariant integral domain and 
44 ,..., &I = BP, >..., Yml, 
must it follow that A C B ? 
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We have seen that one-dimensional affine domains over a field are invariant. 
Perhaps the most natural question is the following: 
(7.10) Question. If A is a two-dimensional affine domain over a field h, 
is 4 invariant ? In particular, is the polynomial ring k[X, Y] invariant ? 
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